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Abstract: We discuss the small scale anisotropy signal predicted for present and future UHECR experi-
ments such as Auger, Telescope Array, Auger North and EUSO. We relax the commonly used assumption
that the sources are all equal and we concentrate our attention on how the expected signal depends on pos-
sible distributions of the properties of the sources such asa luminosity function or a varying maximum
energy.

Introduction

Since the first observation of a small scale
anisotropy signal by the AGASA collaboration [1]
there have been several attempts to use it in order
to obtain information about the sources of UHE-
CRs. In particular, if confirmed (see [2] for a dis-
cussion of its significance), this signal points to-
ward the sources of UHECRs being astrophysical
sources with a density of the order of10−5 Mpc−3

[3, 4]. In Ref. [3] this result was obtained com-
paring the clustering signal expected from discrete
distributions of sources with the measured one. In
those simulations, as in the others, the sources are
all assumed to be identical: all with the same lumi-
nosity and maximum energy. In the present paper
we relax this assumption and we investigate the ef-
fects that possible distributions of the properties of
the sources have on the measurable signals at the
detectors. In particular we concentrate on the ex-
pected spectrum and small scale clustering signals.

Adding a luminosity function

We assume discrete distributions of sources with
densityρ = 10−η Mpc−3 and we assume that the

sources have a luminosity distributiondn/dL ∝
L−α betweenLmin and Lmax. We fix the ra-
tio Lmax/Lmin to 105, whereas the absolute value
of Lmin depends onα and is obtained requiring
that the overall emissivity fits the one obtained
from the data (few×1044 erg yr−1 Mpc−3 for E >
1019 eV). We consider scenarios withη = 4, 5, 6
and α = 0, 1, 2, 5, 10. In the beginning of each
simulation we randomly choose the position and
luminosity of each source and we assign to each
source a probability of emitting protons. We then
inject protons from this distribution of sources un-
til the number of required particles arrives at the
detector. We average our results over 100 realiza-
tions of the source distribution and particle propa-
gation. For the simulation of the propagation we
use the code described in [5, 3] and we assume an
experiment with uniform exposure of the sky, en-
ergy resolution of20%, angular resolution of1◦

and an exposure of about105 km2 yr sr. These
are the typical numbers of the new generation of
experiments that are now being built or designed
such as: Auger, Telescope Array and Auger North.
The above numbers correspond to an expected
number of events above4 × 1019 eV (1020 eV) of
about 1800 (75). We choose as minimum energy
4 × 1019 eV and we assume that all particles are
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protons and that the effects of magnetic fields can
be safely neglected [3]. In order to estimate the
effects that the assumed distributions have on the
small scale anisotropies signal we calculate the two
point correlation function of the arrival directions
and we compare it with the expected one in the
case of continuous sources and of discrete sources
with a fixed luminosity, i.e.dn/dL ∝ δ(L − L0).
For the two point correlation function we use a bin
size of1◦, corresponding to the angular resolution
of the experiment.

We plot the resulting two point correlation func-
tions of simulated events above4 × 1019 eV in the
upper panel of Fig. 1. The black points correspond
to the case of continuous sources, i.e. all points in
space have the same probability of producing a par-
ticle. For each bin there are three series of colored
points: green, blue and red; the colors correspond
to different source densities:η = 4, 5, 6 respec-
tively. Each series is composed of 6 points corre-
sponding to different luminosity distributions: the
circle corresponds to fixed luminosity, the square,
triangle, rhomb, cross and star correspond respec-
tively to α = 0, 1, 2, 5, 10.

Including a luminosity distribution obviously in-
creases the chances of clustering since it basically
increases the luminosity of a selected number of
sources. This is visible in the plots, where the clus-
tering is increased by a factor between10 and100
in some cases. The cases with the largest increase
are the ones forα = 1 and2 while for α = 5, 10
the effect has disappeared because the distribution
is so steep that, in the limited number of sources
contributing to the flux, the probability of finding
sources with very large luminosities is quite small.

Calculating the two point correlation functions of
the events above1020 eV, lower panel of Fig. 1,
produces similar results, but in this case the spread
of the points is smaller, with the maximum increase
in the correlation being less than a factor 10.

Another point worth noticing is that, in the cases
with the biggest increase, the error-bars are larger
as one would expect with increased statistical fluc-
tuations.
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Figure 1: Two point correlation function of sim-
ulated events above4×1019 eV (upper plot) and
1020 eV (lower plot) for sources with different den-
sities, different luminosity distribution functions
and fixed maximum energy. See text for detailed
legends.
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Adding a maximum energy distribution

In this section we relax another common assump-
tion: we no longer require all sources to have the
same maximum energy, but we assume the max-
imum energy to depend on the source luminosity
as: Emax(L) = Emax(Lmin)(L/Lmin)

β . As it
was shown in [6, 7], using this recipe and choos-
ing appropriatelyα andβ one can produce, with
sources injecting anE−2.1 spectrum, a steeper
spectrum,E−(2.6−2.7), as preferred in dip transi-
tion models [8, 7]. We useα = 2.5, β = 1,
Emax(Lmin) = 1017 eV andLmax/Lmin = 104.5

so thatEmax(Lmax) = 1021.5 eV. We plot our re-
sults for the two point correlation function (above
4×1019 eV) in Fig. 2.

In the plot there are three colored series of points
for each bin: green, blue and red; they corre-
spond to different densities and respectively toη =
4, 5, 6. In each colored set the squares correspond
to discrete sources with fixed luminosity and max-
imum energy, the circles to discrete sources with
a luminosity distribution withα = 2.5 and fixed
maximum energy, whereas the triangles to discrete
sources with luminosity and maximum energy dis-
tribution: α = 2.5, β = 1. The black points cor-
respond to continuous sources. In all cases the in-
jection isE−2.6, except for the triangles for which
it is E−2.1. As we saw in the previous section,
introducing the luminosity distribution produces a
drastic effect on the two point correlation function,
but adding on top of it the maximum energy distri-
bution does not change much the result.

We plot the energy spectrum in Fig. 3, the points
and colors are the same as in the previous one. The
spectrum does not depend much on the luminos-
ity distribution chosen: the points for constant lu-
minosity (colored squares) and the ones for lumi-
nosity distribution withα = 2.5 (colored circles)
are on top of each other. However, the spectrum
shows some small effects above1020 eV when in-
cluding the distribution of maximum energies (col-
ored triangles). This reduction is due to statisti-
cal fluctuations in the distance to the closest source
and can be understood as follows. A reduction in
the flux above1020 eV with respect to the continu-
ous case is already present for the three cases with
discrete sources and fixed luminosity [5]. This re-
duction is due to the distance to the closest source
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Figure 2: Two point correlation function of simu-
lated events above4×1019 eV for sources with dif-
ferent densities, different luminosity distribution
functions and different maximum energy. See text
for detailed legends.

that in the simulation was constrained to be larger
than 1/2 3

√
ρ, the distance within which one ex-

pects on average less than one source for the given
density. Including the maximum energy distribu-
tion the distance to the closest source able to pro-
duce particles above1020 eV is increased. Indeed,
in this scenario only sources withL ≥ 103Lmin

are able to produce particles withE ≥ 1020 eV
and the density of such sources is smaller, being:
ρ′ = ρ

∫ Lmax

103Lmin

p(L) dL/
∫ Lmax

Lmin

p(L) dL.

Conclusions

In previous attempts to investigate the clustering
signal observed by AGASA the usual assumptions
have been a uniform distribution of equal sources:
all with the same luminosity and maximum en-
ergy. In this paper we relaxed these assumptions
and we investigated the effects that this produces
on the expected small scale clustering signal and
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Figure 3: Energy spectra (multiplied byE3) ex-
pected in various scenarios. See text for detailed
legends. The hollow squares with error bars repre-
sent the Auger ICRC05 data [9].

on our ability to infer the important source param-
eters such as the density, luminosity and maximum
energy.

First of all we showed that the inclusion of the lu-
minosity and maximum energy distributions does
not hinder the ability of future experiments to dis-
tinguish between a continuous and a discrete dis-
tribution of sources. Indeed, in all discrete cases
we considered, the departure of the two point cor-
relation function from that expected from a con-
tinuous distribution of sources is detectable at the
level of tens of sigmas. On the other hand, the abil-
ity to discriminate between different densities, and
thus of determining the luminosity of the sources,
is greatly reduced because the inclusion of the
luminosity distribution increases dramatically the
spread of the two point correlation function for
a given density and different luminosity distribu-
tions. Indeed, introducing a luminosity distribu-
tion function has the same effect as reducing the
number of sources contributing to the flux, mim-
icking the effects of a smaller source density. This
enhancement of the clustering is more pronounced
for larger densities because the larger number of
sources allows the full dynamic range of the lumi-
nosity distribution function to be probed, whereas
with a smaller density the number of sources is
smaller and so is the probability of having high lu-
minosity sources. The inclusion of a distribution
for the maximum energies has a less drastic effect:
it does not change very much the two point corre-

lation function, but it slightly decreases the flux of
particles above1020 eV.

In the present paper we used the two point cor-
relation function as an indicator of the level of
small scale anisotropy expected in the various
models. This is the simplest measure of small scale
anisotropy you can construct, and it is very good at
distinguishing between a continuous and a discrete
distribution of sources, but it is not necessarily the
best one to measure their density. For example it
does not distinguish between a distribution with a
lot of small multiplets and one with a few big ones.
A better candidate for this kind of task may for ex-
ample be the distribution of multiplets. Such an
analysis, given sufficient statistics, can in principle
allow to extract the complete luminosity function.
We are working on a comparison between these ap-
proaches.
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